Given a variety over Q, we study the distribution of the number of primes dividing the coordinates as we vary an integral point. Under suitable assumptions, we show that this has a multivariate normal distribution. We generalise this to more general Weil divisors, where we obtain a geometric interpretation of the covariance matrix. For our results we develop a version of the Erdős-Kac theorem that applies to fairly general integer sequences and does not require a positive exponent of level of distribution.
1. Introduction 1.1. Erdős-Kac. To study the prime factorisation of a non-zero integer m, Erdős and Kac [12] considered the distribution of the function ωpmq " number of distinct primes p such that p divides m.
They showed that ωpmq behaves like a normal distribution with mean log log m and variance log log m. More precisely, let Ω B " tm P N : m ď Bu be equipped with the uniform probability measure for B ě 1. Then as B Ñ 8 the sequence of random variables Ω B Ñ R, m Þ Ñ ωpmq´log log B ? log log B converges in distribution to the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. Their work is one of the foundational results in probabilistic number theory and opened up many new research directions; we refer to the paper [15] and the references therein for various generalisations.
In our paper we study prime divisors of integers in sparse sequences, with an emphasis on solutions to Diophantine equations. A very special case of our results is as follows. Theorem 1.1. Let f P Zrx 1 , . . . , x n s be a non-singular homogeneous polynomial with n ą pdegpf q´1q2 degpf q . Let Ω B " tx P pZzt0uq n : f pxq " 0, max i |x i | ď Bu be equipped with the uniform probability measure. If f pxq " 0 has a non-trivial integer solution, then as B Ñ 8 the random vectors Ω B Ñ R, x " px 1 , . . . , x n q Þ Ñˆω px 1 q´log log B ? log log B , . . . , ωpx n q´log log B ? log log Bċ onverge in distribution to the standard multivariate normal distribution on R n . Date: January 30, 2020. 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 14G05; 60F05, 11N36.
By the standard multivariate normal distribution, we mean the multivariate normal distribution with zero mean vector and identity covariance matrix. We refer the reader to §1.5 for a reminder on multivariate normal distributions.
One knows how to count the number of solutions to such an equation equation f pxq " 0 in an expanding box using the circle method. Our motivation comes from trying to understand the more subtle arithmetic properties of the solutions, and is partly motivated by Sarnak's saturation problem [6] , which asks whether there are solutions with coordinates being prime or almost prime. Theorem 1.1 shows that the coordinate x i typically has log log B prime factors. Moreover, it also compares the numbers of prime factors of different coordinates; the fact that we obtain the identity covariance matrix means that the number of prime factors of different coordinates is 'uncorrelated', something which is by no means a priori obvious. We have a purely geometric interpretation of this phenomenon, which we explain in more detail later in the introduction (Theorem 1.8).
We are only aware of a few papers in the literature in probabilistic number theory which deal with a multivariate distribution: LeVeque [20, §4] on pωpmq, ωpm`1qq (stated by Erdős without proof [13] ), Halberstam [17] again, on pωpmq, ωpm`1qq, and Tanaka [26] on the distribution of pωpf 1 pmqq, . . . , ωpf n pmqq, where f i are restricted to be pairwise relatively prime integer irreducible polynomials. These can all be obtained as special cases of our most general result on a multivariate version of the Erdős-Kac theorem for integer sequences satisfying certain hypotheses (see §2, in particular Theorem 2.5). This more general result allows one to prove a general version of Tanaka's result, with no restrictions on f i and, furthermore, to replace ω by any strongly additive function in Theorem 1.1. It may be viewed as a multidimensional version of Billingsley's work [1, §3] .
1.2. Distribution of the prime divisors of the coordinates. Let X Ă P n´1 Q be a projective variety over Q. For x P P n´1 pQq with ś n i"1 x i ‰ 0 we choose a representative x P Z n with gcdpx 1 , . . . , x n q " 1 such that x " px 1 :¨¨¨: x n q. Recall that the naive height of x is defined through Hpxq " maxt|x 1 |, . . . , |x n |u. We are interested in the distribution of ωpx i q, which is well-defined providing x i ‰ 0 and depends only on x P P n´1 pQq.
1.2.1. Complete intersections. For R ě 1 and 1 ď i ď R, let f i P ZrX 1 , . . . , X n s be homogeneous of the same degree D. The Birch rank, denoted by Bpfq, is defined to be the co-dimension of the affine variety in C n which is given by rk˜ˆB f i pxq Bx j˙1 ďiďR,1ďjďn¸ă R.
(1.1)
Q be the complete intersection given by f 1 " . . . " f R " 0 as above and let Ω B " tx P XpQq : Hpxq ď B, x 1¨¨¨xn ‰ 0u be equipped with the uniform probability measure. Assume that X is smooth and Bpfq ą 2 D´1 pD´1qRpR`1q. If XpQq ‰ ∅ then as B Ñ 8 the random vectors Ω B Ñ R n , x " px 1 : . . . : x n q Þ Ñˆω px 1 q´log log B ? log log B , . . . , ωpx n q´log log B ? log log Bċ onverge in distribution to the standard multivariate normal distribution on R n .
Homogeneous spaces.
Another class of examples to which our main result applies is given by certain symmetric varieties in affine space. We defer the precise definition of this class to §4.2 and instead present our results for two explicit families of such varieties. Let Q be a non-degenerate, indefinite integral quadratic forms in n ě 3 variables. For each k P Zzt0u, we consider the variety L k :
Qpxq " k Ă A n Z equipped with the usual height function Hpxq " max i |x i |.
Theorem 1.3. Let k P Zzt0u and n ě 3. If n " 3, assume that´k discpQq is not a perfect square. Let Ω B " tx P L k pZq : Hpxq ď B, x 1¨¨¨xn ‰ 0u be equipped with the uniform probability measure. As B Ñ 8 the random vectors For n ě 2 and k P Zzt0u, consider the variety V n,k : detpMq " k Ă A n 2 Z , where det denotes the determinant, viewed as a homogeneous polynomial of degree n (in particular, V n,1 " SL n ). Theorem 1.4. Let k P Zzt0u, n ě 2 and Ω B " tM " pm i,j q P V n,k : HpMq ď B, m i,j ‰ 0u be equipped with the uniform probability measure. As B Ñ 8 the random vectors Ω B Ñ R n 2 M " pm i,j q Þ Ñˆω pm i,j q´log log B ? log log B˙i ,jPt1,...,nu converge in distribution to the standard multivariate normal distribution on R n 2 .
1.2.3. Conics. In all the above cases, we obtained the identity covariance matrix, meaning that the random variables given by each coordinate are independent. In the case of plane conics however, we obtain a very different result. Firstly, we need to choose a different normalisation, as it turns out that ωpx i q need not have average order log log B in general. Secondly, there may be non-trivial correlations.
Theorem 1.5. Let C Ă P 2 Q be a smooth plane conic with CpQq ‰ ∅. Let Ω B " tx P CpQq : Hpxq ď B, x 1 x 2 x 3 ‰ 0u be equipped with the uniform probability measure. Let c i,j denote the number of common irreducible components of the divisors x i " 0 and x j " 0 on C. Then the random vectors (1) Take C : x 2 1`x 2 2 " x 2 3 . The divisors x i " 0 are irreducible and have no components in common. Hence we just obtain the identity matrix for the covariance matriẍ
, so the number of prime divisors of the coordinates are uncorrelated.
(2) Take C : x 1 x 2`x2 x 3`x3 x 1 " 0. Every divisor x i " 0 is a union of two rational points, and they each contain one point in common. We obtain the covariance matriẍ
. This is not the identity matrix, which is reflected by the fact that there is a non-trivial relation between the prime divisors of x i and x j , as is clear from the equation.
. Here x 1 " 0 and x 2 " 0 are both irreducible and are the irreducible components of x 3 " 0 (we do not count irreducible components with multiplicity). The covariance matrix is thereforë
. This matrix is singular; this means that the associated probability measure is supported on a proper linear subspace of R 3 . From the equation it is also clear that the prime divisors of x 3 are completely determined by those of x 1 and x 2 .
The above example with singular covariance matrix is essentially the only such example.
Theorem 1.7. Let C Ă P 1 Q be a smooth plane conic for which the associated covariance matrix in Theorem 1.5 is singular. Then, up to permuting coordinates, the conic has the equation x 1 x 2 " cx 2 3 for some c P Q. 1.3. A geometric reformulation. We now come to our most general results. To state them we require some notation.
Let X Ă P d Q be a quasi-projective variety over Q. Then the usual height on projective space induces a height function H : XpQq Ñ R ą0 . Let X be a choice of model for X over Z. Then the model allows us to define the set of integral point X pZq, which is naturally a subset of XpQq " X pQq.
We assume that X and the height H satisfy the following properties. There exists a bound A ą 0 and constants M, η ą 0 such that for Q P N square-free with gcdpQ, ś pďA pq " 1 and for Υ Ă X pZ{QZq, we have #tx P X pZq : Hpxq ď B, x mod Q P Υu #tx P X pZq :
as B Ñ 8. We call this condition effective equidistribution, as it says that the solutions are equidistributed in congruence classes with an explicit error term. For our applications it does not matter how large M is, since we will take Q with log Q " oplog Bq. This property holds for example for affine space, projective space [21, Prop. 2.1], Birch range complete intersections (see §4.1) and a general class of symmetric varieties (see §4.2).
Let Z Ă X be a closed subscheme. For x P X pZqzZpZq, we define
The condition x R ZpZq is easily seen to imply that the number of such primes is finite, hence this is well-defined. Note that ω Z pxq " ω Z red pxq where Z red denotes the reduced subscheme underlying Z. In particular, we may always assume that Z is reduced. Taking X " A 1 Z and Z the origin, this recovers the classical number of prime divisors function ω used in §1.1. Taking Z to be the coordinate hyperplane x i " 0, we obtain the function ωpx i q studied in §1.2. This is an important change of viewpoint, which makes clear that ωpx i q actually has an intrinsic geometric definition. A natural question is how the geometry affects the distribution of ω Z ; as we shall soon see, the geometry determines everything and there is a natural geometric interpretation for all the results in §1.2.
In Proposition 3.1 we study the average order of this function for a flat closed subscheme Z Ă X . If Z is not a divisor, then ω Z has constant average order. The more interesting case is where Z " D is a divisor: here ω D has average order c D log log B, where c D denotes the number of irreducible components of D. In particular this behaves strikingly like the usual number of primes divisors of an integer.
Our main theorem on integral points is an analogue of Erdős-Kac's result for our function ω D . However, given that there are many possible choices for D it is also natural to simultaneously consider finitely many D, and study the correlations between these divisors. The result we obtain shows that there is in fact a multivariate normal distribution, whose covariance matrix is given explicitly in terms of the geometry of the divisors.
Q be a quasi-projective variety with induced height function H and X a choice of model for X over Z which satisfy (1.2). Let Ω B " tx P X pZq : Hpxq ď Bu be equipped with the uniform probability measure.
Let D 1 , . . . , D n Ă X be a collection of reduced divisors, D i their closures in X and D the union of the D i . Let c i,j denote the number of common irreducible components of D i and D j . Then as B Ñ 8, the random vectors
. . , ω Dn pxq´c n,n log log B a c n,n log log Bç onverge in distribution to a central multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix whose pi, jq-entry is pc i,j { ? c i,i c j,j q. Moreover, let R " xD 1 , . . . , D n y Ă Div X be the group of divisors of X generated by the D i and let r be the rank of R. Then the covariance matrix has rank r. Theorem 1.8 gives a much more general setting than the results mentioned earlier in the introduction; it allows one to also obtain results where the x i are replaced by arbitrary polynomials. For example, we obtain the following immediate corollary of Theorem 1.8. Corollary 1.9. Let f 1 , . . . , f n P Zrx 1 , . . . , x d s and c i,j denote the number of irreducible primitive non-constant polynomials f with f | f i and f | f j . Let Ω B " tx P Z d : Hpxq ď B, f 1 pxq¨¨¨f n pxq ‰ 0u be equipped with the uniform probability measure. As B Ñ 8, the random vectors
converge in distribution to a central multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix whose pi, jq-entry is pc i,j { ? c i,i c j,j q. Corollary 1.9 generalises numerous special cases already known in the literature. The case n " d " 1 and f 1 is irreducible is due to Halberstam [17, Thm. 3] . The case n " 2, d " 1 and f 1 pxq " x, f 2 pxq " x`1 is also due to Halberstam [17, Thm. 1] and LeVeque [20, §4] . The case n " 1 and f 1 is a product of geometrically irreducible polynomials is due to Xiong [29, Thm. 1] . All these cases either concern a univariate normal distribution, or a multivariate distribution with identity covariance matrix. Our results give a unified proof of all these special cases, and apply in much greater generality. Remark 1.10. Our assumption (1.2) implies that the map X pZq Ñ X pF p q is surjective for all but finitely many primes p; this may be viewed as a weak form of strong approximation. However (1.2) does not imply strong approximation, since our condition may fail at finitely many primes and we do need require any information modulo higher powers of p. Remark 1.11. Our method shows that is is possible to replace X pZq in (1.2) by the assumption that there exists some subset Ω Ă X pZq which satisfies (1.2). In particular, one can also consider cases in which there are accumulating subvarietes or thin subsets. Remark 1.12. Let us emphasise that Theorem 1.8 makes clear that it is really the geometric properties of the chosen divisors, rather than the geometry of the underlying variety, which determines the covariance matrix. For example, let X Ă P n be as in Theorem 1.2, with coordinates x i . We apply the d-uple embedding X Ă P n Ă P N for some d ą 1, where N "`n`d d˘´1 and we take the coordinates y i on P N . Then applying Theorem 1.8 to X with respect to coordinate hyperplanes y i " 0, we obtain a covariance matrix which is no longer diagonal; indeed, this is exactly the same as applying Theorem 1.8 to the divisors
dn n " 0, running over all monomials of degree d, whence it is easily seen that the covariance matrix is no longer diagonal.
1.4. Outline of the paper. In §2 we state our most general theorem (Theorem 2.5), which is a multivariate version of the Erdős-Kac theorem for integer sequences satisfying certain hypotheses, and may be viewed as a multidimensional version of Billingsley's work [1, §3] . The statement is very involved, in order to allow for the greatest flexibility for applications. To help the reader, we therefore state a simplified version first in Theorem 2.1. This section is dedicated to the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.5, and is the technical heart of the paper.
In §3 we prove Theorem 1.8 using Theorem 2.1. The final §4 concerns various example applications of Theorem 1.8 to proving the remaining results stated in the introduction. We finish with an example of a cubic surface to which our method does not apply, but for which we expect an analogue of our results to hold.
Notation and conventions.
Number theory. We say that a function g : N n Ñ C is multiplicative if for all a, b P N n we have gpa 1 b 1 , . . . , a n b n q " gpaqgpbq, if gcdpa 1 a 2¨¨¨an , b 1 b 2¨¨¨bn q " 1.
(1.4) For a prime p, we denote by ν p the p-adic valuation.
Algebraic geometry. Let X be a variety over Q. A model of X over Z is a finite type scheme X Ñ Spec Z together with a choice of isomorphism X -X Q .
Probability theory.
Definition 1.13. A random vector pX 1 , . . . , X n q : Ω Ñ R n has a multivariate normal distribution if for every t P R n the random variable ř n i"1 t i X i has a univariate normal distribution.
Note that for some t the random variable ř n i"1 t i X i may follow a Dirac delta distribution; by convention one views this as a univariate normal distribution with variance 0. In this case, the associated probability measure will be supported on some affine subspace of R n .
A multivariate normal distribution is uniquely determined by its mean vector µ and its covariance matrix Σ, whose pi, jq-entry is CovrX i , X j s. We denote by N pµ, Σq the associated probability measure on R n . A central multivariate normal distribution is one with zero mean vector. A standard multivariate normal distribution is one with zero mean vector and covariance matrix given by the identity matrix.
We use the notation ñ to denote convergence in distribution of a sequence of random variables, i.e. if the corresponding sequence of probability measures convergences weakly.
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A multivariate Erdős-Kac theorem
In this section we provide a multidimensional generalisation of the Erdős-Kac theorem for general integer sequences. Our main result (Theorem 2.5), proves that multiple additive functions evaluated at integer sequences defined on an arbitrary set and well-distributed in arithmetic progressions of very small moduli obey a multivariate normal distribution. We first give a simplified version (Theorem 2.1) which is sufficient for many applications, to help ease the reader into the more general technical statement.
Simplified version of the main theorem.
Let Ω be an infinite set and assume that we are given a function h : Ω Ñ R ě0 with NpBq finite for all B ě 0, where NpBq :" #ta P Ω : hpaq ď Bu.
(2.1)
Note that as Ω is infinite we have NpBq Ñ 8. Moreover (2.1) implies that Ω is countable. For each B ě 0 we equip the set Ω with the structure of a probability space using the discrete σ-algebra and probability measure P B rSs :" #ta P S : hpaq ď Bu #ta P Ω : hpaq ď Bu , S Ď Ω.
Note that this measure is supported on the finite set #ta P Ω : hpaq ď Bu, where it induces the uniform measure. Next, we assume that we are given n P N and a function m : Ω Ñ N n , a P Ω Þ Ñ pm 1 paq, . . . , m n paqq.
(2.2)
We are interested in studying the distribution of the vector pωpm 1 paqq, . . . , ωpm n pa.
As with the classical Erdős-Kac theorem, we need to normalise by suitable factors first. We have to assume some kind of regularity among the values of m i paq, namely, that there exists A P R such that the following limit exists for all d P N n satisfying p | d 1¨¨¨dn ñ p ą A,
The reason for assuming (2.3) only for moduli without small prime factors is that in certain situations it is convenient to ignore small 'bad' primes. We furthermore assume that g is multiplicative in the sense of (1.4) (2.4) and extend g to N n by setting it equal to 0 for d such that d 1¨¨¨dn has a prime factor p ď A.
For any 1 ď i, j ď n we let
We now assume that for every 1 ď i ď n we have
This assumption is highly typical and usually met in sieve theory problems as it corresponds to a sieve of 'dimension' c i . In light of (2.3) the sum ř pďm i paq g i ppq should be thought of as approximating the expected value of ωpm i paqq as one samples over suitably many a P Ω.
The main arithmetic input in our theorem is a statement regarding the speed of convergence in (2.3). Namely, we define Rpd, Bq for each d P N n and B ě 1 via Rpd, Bq :" # ta P Ω : hpaq ď B, d i | m i paq @1 ď i ď nu´gpdqNpBq.
(2.6)
We demand that Rpd, Bq is asymptotically smaller than NpBq for most d that are smaller than the 'typical size' of the m i paq. To make this notion precise, we first call F pBq the typical size of max 1ďiďn m i paq, namely we assume there exists a function F :
It will turn out that the other assumptions in our set-up ensure that lim BÑ8 F pBq "`8.
Secondly, we assume that the sequences m i paq are well-distributed in arithmetic progressions whose modulus is small compared to F pBq. Namely, let εpBq :" log log log F pBq a log log F pBq (2. 8) and assume that for the same A P R as above, the following estimate is valid for all γ ą 0 ÿ dPN n |d|ďF pBq εpBq p|d 1¨¨¨dn ñpąA
with an implied constant that is independent of B. Assumption (2.9) is the main arithmetic input needed in our main results (see Remark 2.2). Define the function K : Ω Ñ R n via Kpaq :"˜ω pm 1 paqq´c 1 log log F pBq a c 1 log log F pBq , . . . , ωpm n paqq´c n log log F pBq a c n log log F pBq¸.
(2.10) This is the promised normalisation. Our result is as follows.
Theorem 2.1. Let n P N and assume that we are given a set Ω, a real number A and functions h, m, g, F such that (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) and (2.9) hold. Furthermore, assume that for every 1 ď i, j ď n the following limit exists,
(2.11)
Then the random vectors pΩ, P B q Ñ R n , a Þ Ñ Kpaq, (2.12) converge in distribution as B Ñ 8 to a central multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix Σ whose pi, jq-entry is the limit (2.11).
There are three noteworthy aspects in Theorem 2.1. Firstly, the simplest case with n " 1 applies to functions defined on a general set Ω, hence it recovers normal distribution results related to irreducible polynomials [17, Thm. 3] , values of irreducible polynomials at primes [18] and entries of matrices [11] . It also applies to new situations, such as the coordinates of integer zeros of affine algebraic varieties that do not necessarily have a group structure.
Secondly, Theorem 2.1 studies multidimensional normal laws for arithmetic functions. The only related example that we could find in the literature is due to Halberstam [17, Thm. 1] and LeVeque [20, §4] regarding pωpmq, ωpm`1qq and its generalisation given by Tanaka [26] regarding pωpf 1 pmqq, . . . , ωpf n pmfor non-constant integer irreducible polynomials f i that are relatively coprime. These results are recovered by our theorem by taking Ω " N, m i paq " f i paq for 1 ď i ď n, and the covariance matrix is the nˆn identity matrix.
Thirdly, the covariance matrix is the identity if and only if the sequences ωpm i paqq and ωpm j paqq are 'uncorrelated' for all i ‰ j. Such a phenomenon is however not present in many situations (such as the prime factors of coordinates of affine algebraic varieties) and one must therefore obtain a general Erdős-Kac law that would apply to situations with non-vanishing correlations. This is the most important new aspect of Theorem 2.1, namely, that it covers multivariate normal distributions with arbitrary covariance matrix.
Remark 2.2. Assumption (2.9) resembles a level of distribution condition in sieve theory. In typical situations one takes F pBq " NpBq c for some fixed c ą 0, where the size condition on d becomes |d| ď F pBq εpBq " NpBq op1q . This is much lighter than the usually stricter assumption in classical sieve theory problems, where a positive exponent of level of distribution is required, i.e. one requires the same error term but with the summation over d with |d| ď NpBq α for some fixed α ą 0. Note that if there exist η ą 0 and M ą 0 such that 
2.2. The main theorem. We now state the main technical result in the present paper; it is a general version of Theorem 2.1. Let Ω be an infinite set and assume that for every B P R ě1 we are given a function χ B : Ω Ñ R ě0 such that B ě 1 ñ ta P Ω : χ B paq ą 0u finite.
(2. 13) In applications the function χ B pxq will either denote the characteristic function of elements x having 'height' bounded by B or it will be a smooth 'weight' function of the form wpx{Bq.
We also demand that lim
For each B ě 0 we equip the set Ω with the structure of a probability space using the discrete σ-algebra and probability measure
Next, we assume that we are given n P N and a function m : Ω Ñ N n , a P Ω Þ Ñ pm 1 paq, . . . , m n paqq.
(2.16)
We will find general assumptions which ensure that certain functions display Gaussian behaviour simultaneously for all i when evaluated at m i paq. We first need the following function g, that contains information on the divisors of typical values of m i paq.
Definition 2.3 (The density function g). We assume that there exists A P R such that the following limit exists for all d P N n with p | d 1¨¨¨dn ñ p ą A,
(2.17)
We define g : td P N n : p | d 1¨¨¨dn ñ p ą Au Ñ R as the value of this limit. We extend g to N n by setting it equal to 0 for d such that d 1¨¨¨dn has a prime factor p ď A. Furthermore, we assume that g is multiplicative in the sense of (1.4).
(2.18)
Let us introduce the arithmetic functions whose values at m i paq we shall study. These functions will be of the form ř p|m i paq θ i ppq, where the sum is taken over prime divisors p and θ i ppq are bounded functions. These function clearly generalise ω as can be seen by taking A " 0 and θ i ppq " 1 for all p. To be precise, we assume that we are given functions θ 1 , . . . , θ n defined on the primes, taking values on R and that there exists Θ P R with |θ i ppq| ď Θ for all 1 ď i ď n and primes p.
(2. 19) For any S Ă t1, . . . , nu and b P N we define g S : N Ñ R via
i.e. we put b in position i if i P S and we put 1 otherwise. We furthermore define
The function M i pT q approximates the 'mean' of ř p|m i paq θ i ppq as one samples over suitably many a P Ω. In addition to these means we shall also need to consider the analogous of 'variances' V i pT q 2 , thus we let
(2. 22) We assume that for all i " 1, . . . , n we have
Let us define the function K : Ω Ñ R n via
If V 1 pm i paqq " 0, then by convention we take the ith entry to be 1 (note that our later assumptions will imply that for any i the event V i pm i paqq " 0 has probability 0) We will study the behaviour of the functions ř p|m i paq θ i ppq simultaneously for all i and as a ranges over Ω. To make the notation easier in what follows we normalised these functions by first centering around their 'expected mean' M i and then dividing by the 'standard deviation' V i . We define Rpd, Bq for each d P N n and B ě 0 via Rpd, Bq :"¨ÿ aPΩ d i |m i paq @1ďiďn χ B paq‹ ‚´gpdqMpBq.
(2.25)
Our result will hold if the size of Rpd, Bq is relatively small compared to M i pBq and V i pBq as one averages over small d.
To make this precise we need the following piece of notation.
Definition 2.4 (Truncation pairs). We say that pF , ψq is a truncation pair if the following is satisfied for functions F :
(2.26)
Next, assume that lim
and
Lastly, we assume that for every k 1 , . . . , k n P N we have lim BÑ`8
(2.31)
Theorem 2.5. Assume that we are given n P N, an infinite set Ω, a function M : R ě1 Ñ R ě0 and for all B P R ě1 a function χ B : Ω Ñ R ě0 such that for any B P R ě1 the assumptions (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) are satisfied. Assume further that we are given a function m : Ω Ñ N n satisfying (2.17), a real number A and a map g : N n Ñ R satisfying (2.18) and functions θ 1 , . . . , θ n defined on the primes that take values in R that fulfil (2. 19 ) and (2.23).
Assume that there exists a truncation pair pF , ψq satisfying (2.26)-(2.30) and that for every 1 ď i, j ď n the following limit exists,
(2.32)
Then the random vectors pΩ, P B q Ñ R n , a Þ Ñ Kpaq, (2.33) converge in distribution as B Ñ 8 to a central multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix Σ whose pi, jq-entry is the limit (2.32).
2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.5. Our strategy consists of showing that for all t P R n the random variable on Ω given by
converges in distribution as B Ñ 8 to a suitable linear combination of univariate normal distributions. To be able to use the level-of-distribution property (2.30), we show that we can restrict the size of the primes p | m i paq to the range p ď F pBq ψpBq .
Lemma 2.6. For all t P R n we have
Proof. By Slutsky's theorem, if X ñ 0 and Y ñ 0 then for every t P R one has X`tY ñ 0, therefore, it suffices to prove that for every i one haś
Using (2.29) we see that it is sufficient to prove that
To prove this we use (2. 19 ) to see that ř pďA θ i ppq ! AΘ and
Let Ω 0 " ta P Ω : m i paq ď F pBqu; note that lim BÑ`8 P B pΩ 0 q " 1 by (2.26). Thus we can use the bound #tp ą z : p | mu ď plog mq{plog zq to see that the numerator in (2.35) is
The proof is concluded by using (2.28).
For a function h : Ω Ñ C we define E B as follows,
i.e. the expected value of h with respect to P B . To prove that the random variable in (2.34) converges in distribution to a normal distribution we shall use the method of moments. We begin by reducing the evaluation of moments to averages over d of the error term functions Rpd, Bq introduced in (2.25).
Lemma 2.7. For all B ě 1 and k 1 , . . . , k n P N the following estimate holds with an absolute implied constant,
where P u is the radical of ś 1ďvďk i p u,v and the sum over p i,j is over primes. Proof. Expanding the k i -th powers gives
By (2.25) this equals
where E is given by
By (2. 19) we infer that
To conclude the proof, it follows from (2.15) that
We deduce thaťˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇE
The last sum over p i,j is at most Θ k 1`¨¨¨`kn ř dPN n ,(2.31) gpdq, thus concluding the proof. We need to understand the expression ř
. . , P n q in Lemma 2.7 before proceeding. This will be based on interpreting the function g S ppq in (2.17) as the 'probability' that p divides each component of the vector pm i paqq iPS as a ranges through Ω. We do this by introducing some auxiliary random vectors.
Lemma 2.8. For every prime p ą A there exists a random vector X p " pX 1,p , . . . , X n,p q, such that
The random vectors X p are independent for all primes p.
(2.36) 
To see that this gives a well-defined random vector, it suffices to show that each probability (2.39) is non-negative (that the sum of all probabilities equals 1 follows from a simple inclusion-exclusion argument and the fact that g ∅ ppq " gp1, . . . , 1q " 1). However, by inclusion-exclusion we have 0 ď lim 
A very special case of the definition of the X i,p is that ProbrX i,p " 1s " g i ppq and ProbrX i,p " 0s " 1´g i ppq, In verifying the last two equalities we have implicitly used that g i ppq " 0 for p ď A, as can be seen by Definition 2.3. In our next lemma we use Lemma 2.7, that regards moments of ÿ AăpďF pBq ψpBq
to study the moments of ÿ AăpďF pBq ψpBq
which are closer to Kpaq in (2.24). -.
Proof. Note that by (2.18) and (2.36)-(2.37) we get
therefore, the difference in Lemma 2.7 equals
Using the binomial theorem we see that
Alluding to Lemma 2.7 shows that the difference in our lemma is
where the sum over d is subject to the same conditions as in (2.31), except that ωpd i q ď k i must be replaced by ωpd i q ď j i . Noting that j i ď k i and that each term in the sum over d is non-negative, we may bound the sum over d by the same one where the summation is over those d that satisfy (2.31). Therefore, the last quantity is at most
The proof is concluded by noting that the sum over j i is´|M i pF pBq ψpBq q|`Θ¯k i .
For the rest of this section we fix an arbitrary vector t P R n . We are now in place to study the linear combination in (2.34) by modelling it via a linear combination of the random variables S i,B . More specifically, for every prime p ą A we define the random variable
(2.40)
We next reformulate the previous lemmas using the variables Y p .
Lemma 2.10. For every k P N the function of B given by
Proof. Using the multinomial theorem we see that the quantity E B r¨s in the lemma equals
By (2.40) we see that the term E r¨s in the lemma can similarly be written as
Subtracting the last two equations and invoking Lemma 2.9 and (2.30) concludes the proof.
Our plan is to use the Central Limit Theorem to study the distribution of ř p Y p . Before that we need to study some basic properties of Y p .
Lemma 2.11.
(1) The random variables Y p are independent;
(2) For every prime p we have E rY p s " 0;
(3) For every prime p the quantity Var rY p s equals and σ ij are given by (2.32). In particular, we have Qptq ě 0.
Proof.
(1) This follows directly from (2.36).
(2) This follows from linearity of expectation and the fact that E rX i,p s " g i ppq.
(3) Recall that the covariance of two random variables W 1 , W 2 is defined by
Using the standard formula Var r ř n i"1 X i s "
Using the rules VarrX`cs " VarrXs and Cov rX´c, Y´c 1 s " Cov rX, Y s this becomes
By (2.37)-(2.38) we have Var rX i,p s " g i ppq p1´g i ppqq and Cov rX i,p , X j,p s " E rX i,p X j,p s´E rX i,p s E rX j,p s " g ti,ju ppq´g i ppqg j ppq, which concludes the proof. where we used that if p ď A then g ti,ju ppq " 0 " g i ppq. This equals where the implied constant is independent of p and B. Hence, for any fixed δ ą 0 we see that by assumption (2.23) we have 1pt|Y p | ą δuq " 0 for all sufficiently large B. This is sufficient for (2.41).
Lemma 2.10 shows that the moments of the number-theoretic objects ř p θ i ppq1 pZ pm i paqq essentially behave like the moments of certain random variables related to ř p Y p , and in Lemma 2.12 we saw that ř p Y p has a limiting distribution. To pass from this to limiting distributions for the number-theoretic objects we first need to prove certain growth estimates for the moments of the related random variables. This is the goal of the next lemma.
Lemma 2.13. Assume that t P R n is fixed and that Qptq ą 0. Then there exists L ą 0 (that is independent of B and k) such that for all k P N and B ě 1 one hašˇˇˇˇˇˇE
where the implied constant is independent of B, k and L.
Proof. By the last part of Lemma 2.11 we have lim B Varr ř p Y p s " Qptq, therefore there exists B 0 ě 0 such that Var " ř p Y p ı is strictly positive for all B ě B 0 . For such B we let
where the sum ř * is over prime tuples satisfying A ă p 1 ă . . . ă p u ď F pBq ψpBq . Note that we have E rZ p s " 0, therefore we can add the restriction that every k i is strictly larger than 1. By the bound (2.42) we deduce that there exists L such that for all B ě 1 one has |Z p | ď L ď 1`L. Therefore, for all k i ě 2 we have
Thus, using k 1`¨¨¨`ku " k, we obtain
which is at most
AăpďF pBq ψpBq Var rY p s " 1.
Thus, by (2.43) we getˇˇˇˇˇˇˇE »
This concludes the proof.
2.3.1.
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.5. The following lemma is the reason we proved Lemmas 2.10, 2.12, and 2.13 in the previous subsection.
Lemma 2.14 (Billinglsey, Theorem 11.2, [1] ). Assume that ζ, ξ n , ζ n , pn P Nq, are random variables, not necessarily defined on the same probability space. Suppose that ζ n ñ ζ, that for all k P N we have lim
and that there exists L P R such that Then ξ n ñ ζ.
Note that by the fourth part of Lemma 2.11 the matrix Σ defined in Theorem 2.5 is positive semi-definite, so the multivariate normal distribution N p0, Σq is well-defined. Let X be a random vector in R n with distribution N p0, Σq. Using the Cramér-Wold theorem [3, Thm. 29.4] we see that (2.33) follows if we show that for every t P R n one has
In light of Lemma 2.6 this is equivalent to proving
This can be deduced by injecting Lemmas 2.10, 2.12 and 2.13 into Lemma 2.14.
2.4. The proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is a combination of the Fundamental Lemma of the Combinatorial Sieve and Theorem 2.5. As a first step we show that the function F tends to infinity.
Lemma 2. 15 . In the setting of Theorem 2.1 we have lim BÑ8 F pBq "`8.
Proof. Let 1 ď i ď n. By (2.5) there are infinitely many primes p with g i ppq ą 0. Let p be such a prime. By (2.3) with d " pp1 tiu pjq`1 t1,...,nuztiu pjqq n j"1 we get lim inf
Thus, by (2.7) we obtain p ď lim inf BÑ`8 F pBq. Taking p Ñ 8 concludes the proof.
Before proceeding we must show that the typical size of m i paq is not too small. This will require the Fundamental Lemma of the Combinatorial Sieve as given in [27, Thm. 3, p . 60].
Lemma 2. 16 . Let A be a finite set of integers and P a set of primes. If there exist real numbers A, κ ą 0 and a multiplicative function g : N Ñ R X r0, 8q such that
then for all X, y, u ą 1 the number of a P A that are coprime to every p P P X p0, ys is
where the implied constant depends at most on κ, A 1 , A 2 . Proof. By Boole's inequality it is sufficient to show that for all 1 ď i ď n one has lim BÑ8 P B ra P Ω : z 0 pBq ě m i paqs " 0.
(2.46)
Let zpBq :" F pBq εpBq{2 . To prove (2.46) we note that the inequality z 0 pBq ě m i paq implies that for every prime p P pz 0 pBq, zpBqq we have p ∤ m i paq. Therefore, letting W :" ś z 0 pBqăpăzpBq p, we get #ta P Ω : hpaq ď B, z 0 pBq ě m i paqu ď #ta P Ω, hpaq ď B, gcdpm i paq, W q " 1u.
We use Lemma 2.16 with A :" tm i paq : a P Ω, hpaq ď Bu and P :" tp ą z 0 pBq : p primeu, X :" NpBq, κ :" c i , gppq :" pg i ppq, u :" 2, y :" zpBq´1.
Assumption (2.5) and the estimate logp1´zq´1 " z`Opz 2 q, |z| ă 1 show that log ź ηďpďξ p1´g i ppqq´1 " ÿ ηďpďξ g i ppq`O˜ÿ ηďpďξ g i ppq 2¸" c i logˆl og ξ log η˙`Oˆ1 log η˙, (2.47) from which we infer (2.44) by using exppεq " 1`Opεq for ε " Op1{ log ηq. Lemma 2. 16 gives the following bound for #ta P Ω, hpaq ď B, gcdpm i paq, W q " 1u,
Exponentiating (2.47) shows that the first term is
To bound the second term we note that z 0 pBq ą A due to the assumption lim BÑ8 z 0 pBq " 8. Therefore, we can replace the condition p ą z 0 pBq by p ą A, thus, the second term is
where every component in the vector in R equals 1, except the i-th entry, which equals d. By (2.9) and Lemma 2.15 we immediately find that this is opNpBqq. This verifies (2.46) and hence concludes the proof.
We will use Theorem 2.5 with χ B paq :" 1 r0,Bs phpaqq, θ i ppq " 1 and MpBq " NpBq.
With these choices we see that (2. 13 
where the last estimate is due to Lemma 2.15 and (2.48). We similarly have V i pF pBq ψpB2 " c i log log F pBq`Oplog log log F pBqq.
The first part of (2.28) follows from 1 ψpBqV i pF pBq ψpB! 1 ψpBq a log log F pBq " 1 a log log log F pBq " op1q, which goes to 0 as B Ñ 8 by Lemma 2.15. To verify the second part of (2.28) we use Lemma 2.17 with ε 1 pBq " plog log log F pBqq´1 {2 .
This choice shows that the function z 0 pBq of Lemma 2.17 coincides with F pBq ψpBq . By Lemma 2.17 we deduce that there exists a set S Ă Ω with lim BÑ8 P B rSs " 1 and such that whenever a P S then we have for all 1 ď i ď n that F pBq ψpBq ď m i paq ď F pBq.
(2.49)
Hence, for a P S we get
which, by Lemma 2.15, tends to 0 as B Ñ 8. We are thus left with verifying (2.29) and (2.30). For the former we observe that for a P S we have the following by (2.49),
which, by Lemma 2.15, tends to 1 as B Ñ 8. We are left with verifying (2.30). Note that in our setting one has Rpp1, . . . , 1q, Bq " 0 due to MpBq " NpBq and (2.6), hence we only have to show lim BÑ`8
in order to verify (2.30). Note that the bounds M i pF pBq ψpB! log log F pBq and V i pF pBq ψpB2 " log log F pBq imply that ś n i"1`| M i pF pBq ψpBq q|˘k i ś n i"1 V i pF pBq ψpBk i ! plog log F pBqq k 1`¨¨¨`kn 2 . Now note that the d i in (2.50) satisfy for all sufficiently large B,
NpBq ÿ dPN n |d|ďF pBq εpBq p|d 1¨¨¨dn ñpąA µpd 1 q 2¨¨¨µ pd n q 2 |Rpd, Bq|, which is op1q as can be seen by taking γ " 1`1 2 pk 1`¨¨¨`kn q in (2.9). This confirms (2.50). Having verified all assumptions of Theorem 2.5, the result is that the random vector ωpm 1 paqq´ř pďm 1 paq g 1 ppq ř pďm 1 paq g 1 ppqp1´g 1 ppqq¯1 {2 , . . . , ωpm n paqq´ř pďmnpaq g n ppq ř pďmnpaq g n ppqp1´g n ppqq¯1 {2‹ ‚ has the limiting distribution as in Theorem 2.1. We next deduce the analogous distribution result for the function given in (2.10). We define the random vectors on Ω by V "˜V pm 1 paqq a c 1 log log F pBq , . . . , Vpm n paqq a c n log log F pBq¸,
T "ˆω pm 1 paqq´Mpm 1 paqq Vpm 1 paqq , . . . , ωpm n paqq´Mpm n paqq Vpm n paqq˙, and M "ˆM pm 1 paqq´c 1 log log F pBq Vpm 1 paqq , . . . , Mpm n paqq´c n log log F pBq Vpm n paqq˙.
Recalling (2.10), we have
where the product is taken coordinate-wise. Theorem 2.5 implies that T ñ N p0, Σq. Moreover by (2.5), the fact that F pBq Ñ 8 and (2.49), we have M ñ 0 and V ñ 1 (where 1 is the n-dimensional vector all of whose coordinates are 1). Slutsky's theorem therefore implies that K ñ N p0, Σq. Furthermore, the limit in (2.32) becomes (2.11). This is due to (2.5), which ensures that
by Cauchy-Schwarz, and V i pT q 2 " ÿ pďT g i ppq p1´g i ppqq " ÿ pďT g i ppq`Op1q.
Application to integral points
In this section we prove Theorem 1.8 using Theorem 2.1.
3.1. Inner product of divisors. Let X be an integral Noetherian scheme and Div X the free abelian group generated by the integral (Weil) divisors on X. To simplify some of the statements and proofs in what follows, we introduce an inner product on x¨,¨y on Div X as follows. For integral divisors D, E we define xD, Ey "
Since the integral divisors form a basis of Div X, this uniquely extends to an inner product on Div X. Explicitly, for D, E P Div X, their inner product is the number of common irreducible components of D and E, counted with multiplicity. We extend this naturally to Div R X :" pDiv Xq b Z R and let }¨} : Div R X Ñ R ě0 be the induced norm. Our inner product is purely a convenient piece of notation which should not be confused with more subtle geometric information like intersection numbers of divisors.
Points over finite fields.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a geometrically integral variety over Q of dimension n and X a model of X over Z. Let Z Ĺ X be a reduced closed subscheme of pure dimension d and Z its closure in X . Let ε ą 0.
(2) We have
Proof. By the Lang-Weil estimates [19] we have #ZpF p q ! p d ! p n´1 , #X pF p q " p n`O pp n´1{2 q, as p Ñ 8.
Then (1) and the case d ă n´1 of (2) easily follows. It thus suffices to prove (2) when d " n´1. For a number field k we denote by z p pkq the number of prime ideals of k of degree 1 over p. Let I be the set of irreducible components of Z, and for each i P I let k i be the algebraic closure of Q in the function field of the corresponding irreducible component; this is a number field. For all sufficiently large primes p, the irreducible components of Z Fp which are geometrically integral correspond exactly to those prime ideals of k i of degree 1 over p. Moreover the components which are not geometrically integral contain Opp n´2 q points over F p , by Lang-Weil. Thus applying the Lang-Weil estimates to each irreducible component of Z Fp gives #ZpF p q " ÿ iPI z p pk i qp n´1`O pp n´3{2 q and hence #ZpF p q #X pF p q " ÿ iPI z p pk i q p`Oˆ1 p 3{2˙.
However turning this into a sum over the non-zero prime ideals of the number field, we have ÿ 3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.8. We now take the notation and set up of Theorem 1.8. That (2.1) and (2.2) hold is clear. We next show (2.3) and (2.4) using (1.2) . For this we require the following. 
where the penultimate line is by the Lang-Weil estimates.
Let d 1 , . . . , d n be square-free and let d " rd 1 , . . . , d n s be their least common multiple. Let
Providing each d i is coprime to every p ď A, Lemma 3. 
where g is supported on vectors d with square-free entries such that p | d i ùñ p ą A. To see that g is multiplicative, let gcdpd 1 . . . d n , d 1 1 . . . d 1 n q " 1. Then
by the Chinese remainder theorem and our coprimality assumption. This shows (2.4). Next (2.5) follows from Proposition 3.1 with c i " xD i , D i y. To show (2.7) we use the following. Proof. Let D be the closure of D in P d Z .
Choose homogeneous polynomials f 1 , . . . , f r over Z which generate the ideal of D. As x R DpZq, we have f i pxq ‰ 0 for some i. Moreover x mod p P DpF p q implies that p | f i pxq. Thus the quantity in question is at most |f i pxq| ! Hpxq deg f i ! Hpxq deg D , as required.
We find that (2.7) holds with F pBq ! B c . Then (2.9) follows from (1.2) (see Remark 2.2). Finally the limit (2.11) exists and equals xD i , D j y{}D i }}D j } by Corollary 3.2. Thus all assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and we deduce the first part of Theorem 1.8.
3.3.2.
Rank of the matrix. It remains to prove the final part of Theorem 1.8, regarding the formula for the rank of the covariance matrix. As the D i are reduced, the matrix pc i,j { ? c i,i c j,j q is exactly the Gram matrix of the divisors D 1 {}D 1 }, . . . , D n {}D n } with respect to the inner product on Div R X defined in §3.1. However the rank of the Gram matrix is the dimension of the vector subspace of Div R X generated by the D i {}D i }. But this is also equal to the rank of the subgroup of Div X generated by the D i . This completes the proof.
Examples
We now give various examples illustrating our results and use Theorem 1.8 to prove the special cases stated in the introduction.
Complete intersections.
Here we explain the proof of Theorem 1.2. We apply Theorem 1.8 with X : f 1 "¨¨¨" f R " 0, d " n´1 and D i " X X px i " 0q. We take X to be the model given by taking the closure of X in P d Z . It suffices to verify (1.2). Choose A " Apfq ą 0 such that X has good reduction at all primes p ą A. Let Q be square-free and supported on primes greater than A. Let Υ Ă X pZ{QZq and NpΥ, Bq :" #tx P X pZq : Hpxq ď B, x mod Q P Υu.
We first note that the leading term of (1.2) is known to hold, and follows from equidistribution results of Peyre and standard properties of Tamagawa measures [23, 24] . It therefore suffices to show that we can obtain an asymptotic formula for NpΥ, Bq with an effective error term. Denote the affine cone of Υ by p Υ " ty P pZ{QZq n : y ı 0 mod p @p | Q, y mod Q P Υu .
We begin with a Möbius inversion. The key observation in the following lemma is that we may take the Möbius variable k to be small. µpkq# "
where the implied constant depends at most on f.
Proof. Using Möbius inversion we see that NpΥ, Bq equals 1 2 # ! x P Z n : gcdpx 1 , . . . , x n q " 1, max
where the inverse is taken modulo Q. We note that Birch's estimate [4, Thm. 1] ensures that for all P ě 1 one has #tx P Z n : max
Therefore, ignoring the condition x " k´1y mod Q we obtain #tx P Z n : max
Noting that our assumptions ensure that n´RD ě 2 , hence this is ! f B n´RD k´2. Using the trivial bound # p Υ ď Q n we therefore see that for all L ě 1 we have ÿ
Taking L " B η 1 concludes the proof.
We next record the case ν " 0 of the work by van Ittersum [28, Thm. 2.15] . It gives an effective error term for the number of integer zeros of bounded height on a complete intersection of polynomials which need not be homogeneous. For a polynomial g let r g denote the homogeneous part of g. Lemma 4.3 (van Ittersum). Let g 1 , . . . , g R P Zrx 1 , . . . , x n s be arbitrary polynomials of common degree D and assume that Bpgq ą 2 D´1 pD´1qRpR`1q. Then there exist positive M 1 , η 2 that depend at most on Bpgq, R and D such that
where the implied constant depends at most on n, D, R, Bpgq and where C and r C respectively denote the maximum absolute value of the coefficient of all g i and r g i . Here Spgq is the Hardy-Littlewood singular series associated to the system g " 0 and Jpr gq is the Hardy-Littlewood singular integral associated to the system r g " 0.
Using this, we obtain the following.
Lemma 4.4. There exist M 2 , η 3 ą 0 that only depend on f such that for all t P pZ{QZq n the quantity #tx P Z n : max
where the implied constant depends at most on f. Here, σ 8 is the standard Hardy-Littlewood singular integral associated to the system f " 0, Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that t P pZ X r0, Qqq n . We then use the change of variables x " t`Qz to write the counting function in our lemma as
We now apply Lemma 4.3 with gpzq :" fpt`Qzq. We have
give lower and upper bounds for the counting function in our lemma, respectively. We note that f and g are related via a non-singular linear change of variables, hence Bpgq " Bpfq. We note that r gpzq " fpQzq " Q D fpzq, therefore, r C ! f Q D . The bound 0 ď t i ď Q and the identity pQz i`ti q k " ř k i"0´`k j˘Q 
The fact that gcdpk, Qq " 1 shows that for p | Q we have σ p py{k, p νppQ" σ p py, p νppQq q. Furthermore, the trivial estimate # p Υ ď Q n shows that NpΥ, Bq equals
up to a term whose modulus is
due to the bound n´RD´η 3 ě 0 and ř kďB η 1 1 ! B η 1 . This is admissible as can be seen by taking η 1 " η 3 {2 in Lemma 4.2. The main term contains a sum over k P r1, B η 1 s that can be written as ź p∤Qˆ1´1 p n´RD˙`O˜ÿ
because our assumptions on the Birch rank ensure that n´RD ě 2. We plainly have σ p py, p νppQď σ p hence the contribution of the last term OpB´η 1 q is
which is as stated in our lemma.
We now record the end result of our investigation, which may be of independent interest. For completeness, we recall our assumptions. . Assume that f 1 , . . . , f R are integer homogeneous polynomials in n variables, all of the same degree D and that the Birch rank satisfies Bpfq ą 2 D´1 pD´1qRpR`1q. Assume that f 1 "¨¨¨" f R " 0 is smooth, that it has a Q-rational point and denote by X the model given by taking its closure in P n´1 Z . Then there exist positive constants A, M, η that only depend on f such that for all Q P N only divisible by primes p ą A and all Υ Ă X pZ{QZq, we have #tx P X pZq : Hpxq ď B, x mod Q P Υu #tx P X pZq :
where the implied constant is independent of B and Q. Proof. The Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem implies that Pic Y -Z generated by the hyperlane class [16, Exposé XII, Cor. 3.7] . Thus if H X X " D 1`D2 for effective divisors D 1 and D 2 , we must have rD i s " 0 for some i; the result follows.
Thus the intersections with the coordinate hyperplanes are irreducible, so they contain no common irreducible components. The result therefore follows from Theorem 1.8. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2, and Theorem 1.1 follows immediately.
Homogeneous spaces.
Counting integral points on homogeneous spaces has a long history and we only mention a few relevant milestones: Duke, Rudnick and Sarnak [9] used spectral analysis to deal with a class of (affine) symmetric varieties, Gorodnik and Nevo [14] used the mean ergodic theorem in order to obtain error terms with a power saving; Nevo and Sarnak [22] have recently applied such counting results to the problem of finding (and estimating the number of) prime or almost-prime points on such varieties.
In this paper we consider the class of symmetric varieties studied by Browning and Gorodnik in [7] and begin by recalling their set-up, which is more general than [22] . Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group defined over Q and let ι : G Ñ GL n be a linear representation defined over Q with finite kernel. Let Y Ă A n Q be a subvariety which is left invariant under the action of G via ι. We assume that G acts transitively on Y , so that Y has the form G{L where L is an algebraic subgroup defined over Q. We denote by Y pZq " YpZq, where Y Ă A n Z is the model given by the closure of Y in A n Z . We assume that Y pZq ‰ ∅. Moreover, the following assumptions are made:
(1) L is a symmetric subgroup of G, meaning the Lie algebra of L is the fixed locus of a non-trivial involution defined over Q;
(2) the connected component of L has no non-trivial Q-rational characters;
(3) the group G is Q-simple; (4) the group GpRq is connected and has no compact factors. This is the class of symmetric varieties Y which we shall be interested in. For y P Y pZq, we define its height by Hpyq " max iPt1,...,nu |y i |. We use the following result, stated in [7, Prop. 3.1]. where NpY, BqpZq " #tx P Y pZq : Hpxq ď Bu. The effective equidistribution property (1.2) is therefore easily seen to hold in this case. Theorem 1.8 thus shows the following.
Theorem 4.9. Let Y Ă A n be a symmetric variety in the class described above and let Ω B " ty P Y pZq : Hpyq ď B, y 1¨¨¨yn ‰ 0u be equipped with the uniform probability measure. Then as B Ñ 8 the random vectors Ω B Ñ R n , y Þ Ñ˜ω py 1 q´c 1,1 log log B a c 1,1 log log B , . . . , ωpy n q´c n,n log log B a c n,n log log Bç onverge in distribution to the central multivariate distribution with covariance matrix whose pi, jq-entry is c i,j , the number of common irreducible components of y i " 0 and y j " 0 in Y .
Of course Theorem 1.8 also gives a version for general divisors D i . We now explain how Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 are corollaries of the above theorem and why the covariance matrix is the identity in these examples.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. That the varieties in Theorem 1.3 fall under the setting of this section is explained in [7, Rem. 1.3]. The conclusion now follows immediately from Theorem 4.9, as it is easily checked that the intersection with each coordinate hyperplane is irreducible (for n " 3 this follows from our assumption that´k discpQq is not a perfect square).
Proof of Theorem 1.4. That the varieties in Theorem 1.4 fall under the setting of this section can be seen as follows. Let G " SL nˆS L n act on the space M n of nˆn matrices by mapping M P M n to g´1Mh, for pg, hq P G. Then V n,k " G{L, with L " SL n being diagonally embedded in G. Here again the conclusion easily follows from the fact that the intersection with each coordinate hyperplane is irreducible. This can be proved, for example, by applying a suitable version of the Lefschetz hyperplane section to the intersection of a hyperplane with the projectivised hypersurface detpMq " kz n .
Remark 4.10. Let us note that for general choices of symmetric varieties Y Ă A n in Theorem 4.9, one can obtain non-identity covariance matrices. For example, let σ d : SL n Ñ GL N be the dth symmetric power representation and take G " SL nˆS L n with the representation G Ñ GL N , pg, hq Þ Ñ σ d pgq´1σ d phq. Then Y , given by the orbit of the identity matrix, has the stated property for d ą 1 (this is a variant of the construction in Remark 1.12).
4.3.
Conics. We now prove our results on conics from §1.2.3.
4.3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Any smooth conic with a rational point is isomorphic to the projective line. The effective equidistribution property (1.2) is known to hold for the projective line [21, Prop. 2.1]. The result loc. cit. is proved for the standard height on P 1 Q , but a minor modification shows that property (1.2) in fact holds for more general choices of height function, for some choice of M and η, which in particular shows that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.8 hold in this case. This therefore immediately gives the result. 4.3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let C be as in Theorem 1.7. Let D 1 i : x i " 0 and D i " D 1 i,red . As the covariance matrix is singular, Theorem 1.8 shows that there is a linear relation between the divisors D i in Div C. But we have D 1 i " b i D i for some b i P t1, 2u. Thus this also gives a relation a 0 D 1 0`a 1 D 1 1`a 2 D 1 2 " 0 between the D 1 i . We take the minimal such relation, so that gcdpa 0 , a 1 , a 2 q " 1. Moreover, as deg D 1 i " 2, we find that a 0`a1`a2 " 0. Changing signs as required and permuting coordinates, we obtain the relation x a 1 1 x a 2 2 " cx a 1`a2 0 in the homogeneous coordinate ring of C, for some c P Q. But the only relation in this ring is the equation of the conic C : Qpx 0 , x 1 , x 2 q " 0, hence Q | x a 1 1 x a 2 2´c x a 1`a2 0 . But gcdpa 1 , a 2 q " 1, implies that this polynomial is irreducible, hence we must have Q " c 1 px a 1 1 x a 2 2´c x a 1`a2 0 q for some c 1 P Q. As deg Q " 2 we have a 1 " a 2 " 1, as required.
A cubic surface. Consider the cubic surface
x 0 x 1 x 2 " x 2 3 Ă P 3 Q . With respect to the coordinate hyperplanes x i " 0, we expect an analogue of Theorem 1.8 to hold with covariance matrix¨1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
This matrix is singular, due to the relation between the divisors x i " 0. It follows from [8, §3.10] that the rational points are equidistributed, which in the notation of (1.2) implies lim BÑ8 #tx P X pZq : Hpxq ď B, x mod Q P Υu #tx P X pZq : Hpxq ď Bu " #Υ #X pZ{QZq .
(4.5) However (4.5) is not known with an explicit error term, as is required for (1.2) and is essential for our method. One might hope to prove #tx P X pZq : Hpxq ď B, x mod Q P Υu " BP Υ plog Bq`O Υ pB 1´η q,
where η ą 0 is a constant and P Υ is a polynomial of degree 6 but this seems like quite a challenge. By (4.5) one understands well the leading coefficient of P Υ ; a further challenge is controlling the dependence of the lower order terms of P Υ on Υ.
